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Baker Tilly Capital is a boutique 
investment bank specializing in merger 
and acquisition (M&A), capital sourcing, 
project finance and corporate finance 
advisory services. Baker Tilly Capital is a 
registered broker-dealer, member FINRA 
and SIPC.  

About Baker Tilly Capital
A WORLD OF RESOURCES

Comprehensive credits and incentives solutions

− New Markets Tax Credits 
(NMTC)

− State and local credits 
and incentives

− Job creation and retention 
credits

− Tax Increment 
Financing (TIF) 

− Property Assessed Clean 
Energy (PACE) 

− Historic Tax Credits 
− Opportunity Zones 

Our team of 80 professionals has experience in 
municipal, state, federal and international incentives 
programs and negotiations. Our value of closed 
transactions is in excess of $10 billion. 

We can help you navigate your options, including:
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NMTC Basics
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What are New Markets Tax Credits? 
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Congress passed the 
Community Renewal Tax Relief 
Act of 2000. This created the 
New Markets Tax Credit 
(NMTC) program which 
encourages investment in 
low-income communities. The 
program was extended in 2020 
for five years and the most 
recent round of allocation was 
awarded in late 2021. 
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What is a “low-income community”? 
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

− Based on census tract data – median income and/or poverty rate

− Qualifying vs. “Higher Distress”
− Includes unemployment, Brownfield areas, State Enterprise and other State and 

Local designated distress areas, medically underserved areas, food deserts, 
Colonias and HUB Zones, among others

− Qualifying census tracts in non-metropolitan counties automatically 
qualify as “higher distress”

− Qualifying census tracts can be located using the mapping program 
provided on the CDFI Fund website at www.cdfifund.gov or at the 
following link: www.bakertilly.com/tax-credit-mapping-tool
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What is a “Community Development Entity”? 
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

− CDEs come in a variety of forms:
− An affiliate of a municipality to promote economic development
− An affiliate of a bank to help meet the bank’s community reinvestment goal
− Non-profit and for-profit entities with a mission to serve low income communities

− CDEs have defined geographic service areas and are charged with 
evaluating each potential NMTC transaction for community impact

− Each CDE has its own mission and business objectives, which differ widely 
among CDEs

− CDEs can be found using a search engine on the CDFI Fund website at 
www.cdfifund.gov
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Program overview
NEW MARKETS TAX CREDITS
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How does the program work?
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

− Through a competitive process, CDEs are delegated authority from the 
CDFI Fund to attract  federal  third-party investors through utilization of the 
tax incentive to invest in economic development projects.  

− The investors acquire the rights to the tax credit incentive and these 
proceeds  are combined with other project funds and  typically structured 
as low interest rate, convertible loans to fund into qualifying businesses or 
commercial real estate developments through what is most commonly 
referred to as  a leverage  structure. 

− CDEs will search for qualifying businesses and real estate developments to 
provide NMTC-subsidized financing, which is also a competitive process.
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 Capital to fund projects, business expansion or debt refinancing
 Tax credits are monetized to bring additional capital to the capital structure

 The NMTC proceeds typically fund 22 percent of a project

 Low cost of capital

 Flexible loan terms including longer amortization and higher LTV 
ratios

 Debt Conversion
 At the end of the 7-year compliance period a significant portion of the NMTC 

benefit may be converted to equity or carried as debt by an affiliate of the 
borrower or the borrower itself, depending on the circumstances of the 
transaction. 

NMTC program benefits
BORROWER – economic benefit to recipient
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 Create additional economic development for the local community

 Attract and retain skilled workforce

 Bring new goods or services to underserved communities

 Capital investment to underserved, qualified Low-Income 
Communities (LIC)

NMTC program benefits
COMMUNITY– economic benefit to the community
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How does it work?
LEVERAGE MODEL STRUCTURE

Leverage 
Lender

CDE 
Allocatee

Project 
Sponsor

Investment FundNMTC Equity 
Investor

Sub-Community 
Development Entity

QALICB/Borrower

$ 
Loan

NMTC 
allocation

Creates SPE

$ Qualified Active Low Income Community 
Investment (QLICI)

$ Qualified Equity 
Investment (QEI)

$
Equity
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About Commonwealth Cornerstone Group (CCG)
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CCG’s mission is to enhance, strengthen, and revitalize low-
income communities in urban, minor urban, and rural 
communities throughout Pennsylvania 

Affiliated with Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency

− CCG has won Eight awards totaling $406 million

− CCG is the only PA CDE exclusively covering the entire Commonwealth 

− Focus on mixed-use, healthcare, and social service projects 

− Seeking pipeline projects for upcoming award announcement and 
subsequent application

− CCG uses revenue from NMTC program to provide further investment in 
low-income communities 
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CCG’s Impact

− Funded 45 projects throughout Pennsylvania with total project costs of 
$1.29 billion

− Funding will result in approximately 5.6 million square feet of real estate

− Projects created approximately 6,000 construction jobs

− Funded developments support creation and retention of approximately 
9,400 permanent jobs

− CCG’s NMTC initial application is located at 
www.commonwealthcornerstone.org/forms/CCG_New_Markets_Tax_Cred
it_Project_Application.PDF 
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Road to NMTC Financing
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Daria Devlin
DEVELOPER
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• Executive Director of ECAT

• Founder of Erie Public School 
Foundation

• Secured multi-million dollar 
financing from the Pennsylvania 
General Assembly

• Experienced grant consultant/writer 



ECAT
CCG PAST PROJECTS: 650 EAST AVENUE, ERIE, PA.

Total project costs: $10,534,094
CCG allocation: $9,500,000
Closing date: August 2020
Distress criteria:
– 43.2% percent poverty rate

– 37.24% of the area median family income

– 18.80% unemployment rate (2.27x national 
average) 

ECAT, as the anchor tenant, serves students who attend 
Erie High and adults who are unemployed, 
underemployed, or transitioning who only hold a high 
school diploma or equivalent. The target population are 
students most at-risk of dropping out of high school, 
specifically those enrolled in alternative education. 
Project features conversion of mostly vacant former 
school to a community hub for job training, healthcare, 
social service and arts.  

Community Impacts:
– Offers photography and digital arts 

classes for high school students, as well 
a certified Medical Assistant with 
Phlebotomy adult job training program—
all offered at no cost.

– Enrolls 150 and 100 individuals annually 
in the arts and educational programs, 
respectively.

– Accommodates more than  12,000 
healthcare patients visits annually.
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Focuses on project-based real estate finance, public 
sector investments, and redevelopment activities

Experience assisting for-profit and not-for-profits in 
using both the Federal Historic Tax Credit and NMTC, 
assembling capital stack structures to maximize the 
use of these federal tax credits

Engaged the efforts of the Commonwealth to 
undertake the expansion of the Pennsylvania 
Convention Center

Directed the activities of a multi-family housing owner 
to be awarded the 50-year privatization of 2,300 
housing units at Mcgure/Ft Dix Joint Base; including a 
$230 million financing

Served leadership roles with the New Jersey Casino 
Reinvestment Development Authority, Philadelphia 
Redevelopment Authority and Amtrak.

QALICB CONSULTANT
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Noel Eisenstat
Principal of Noel Eisenstat, LLC



Securing Allocation and Closing
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Bringing Project to Market
– Attracting CDEs and Investors
– Readiness
– Construction Diligence
– Financing Commitments
– Community Impact

Closing and Post Closing Process
– Engaging Legal Counsel
– Timing
– Document Negotiation
– Periodic Financial, NMTC and Community Impact 

Compliance

QALICB Consultant



– Chief Lending Officer of the $200 million 
Community First Fund loan fund based in 
Lancaster, PA.

– Founded in 1992, Community First Fund is a 
private, independent nonprofit community 
development financial institution (CDFI) whose 
mission is to provide capital in places where it is 
not usually available.

– Financed nearly 6,000 business and community 
development projects totaling 5.5 million square 
feet of commercial real estate.

– Over 80% of loans benefits low-income 
communities and individuals.

James E. Buerger
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBER
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Low-Income Accountability
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBER
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– Primary purpose 20% of CDE 
advisory board members are to 
ensure that projects are 
accountable to low-income 
communities

– Primary mission 60% of activities 
are directed to low-income 
communities



Low-Income Accountability
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBER
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– While highly distressed census 
tracts are necessary to qualify, 
the programs provided are 
equally important

– In addition to the programs 
themselves, how the developer 
will track the outcomes to 
confirm the desired results were 
obtained is critical.  The CDE 
will need to see specific results.



SHUMAN DEVELOPMENT
COMPLEMENTARY FUNDING: 35 NORTH 6TH ST, READING

Total project costs: $14,500,000
NMTC allocation: $6,000,000
Predevelopment Funding: $3,000,000
Closing date: October 2021
Distress criteria:
– 52.8% percent poverty rate

– 24.13% of the area median family income

– 28.4% unemployment rate 

VISIONS Credit Union as the anchor tenant will 
provide workforce development training on site.  
The first floor space will provide stations with 
kitchens for 22 food vendors many of whom 
may graduate from Alvernia College’s 
Entrepreneurial Center.

Community Impacts:
– Provides 22 vendor spaces with kitchens for 

food vendors

– Provides workforce development training

– Creates 42 market rate residential rental 
units that in the City of Reading are 
considered work force housing
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Contact Us

Wendy Gessner | wgessner@phfa.org
Jason Penn | jason.penn@bakertilly.com

Daria Devlin | daria@eriecat.org
Noel Eisenstat | noeleisenstat@gmail.com

Jim Buerger | jimbuerger@communityfirstfund.org
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Question and Answer
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NMTC status
QUESTION AND ANSWER

− Extended for five years at $5 billion/year in December 2020

− Applications submitted for next round in January 2022 with awards 
anticipated to be announced by Fall 2022

− Extension of the NMTCs program are high on the industry’s radar for the 
near and extended term
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APPENDIX – Additional Learning



An allocation does not equal cash

Unlike other tax credit programs, the NMTC 
does not “belong to” the qualified borrower. 
It was awarded to the CDE, to be monetized, 
with the proceeds invested in (or loaned to) 
a business that qualifies for the subsidy. 

Critical distinctions
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NMTC Equity 
Investor 

CDE 
Allocatee

Project 
Sponsor

Investment Fund Leverage 
Lender

Sub-Community 
Development entity

QALICB/Borrower

QLICIs
A Note    $7.0MM
B Note    $2.5MM

Interest Payments;
Partial Principal Repayment
@ Year 7

$7MM lev loan

Interest payments;
principal repayment 
at Year 7

$3.0MM equity

$3.9MM NMTCs

$3.9MM NMTCs$10MM QEI

How does the leveraged structure work?
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How it works
THE MATH (ESTIMATED)

Important: an allocation does not equal cash

NMTC allocation $10,000,000

NMTC rate 39%

Tax credits $3,900,000

Investor monetization ($0.77 per credit) $3,003,000

Less estimated closing costs and fees $800,000

Net NMTC cash to the project $2,203,000 
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What makes a good QALICB candidate?

Located in a “highly distressed” 
census tract
Any of the following: 1

Ready to go
Other sources of funding are 
committed and approvals all 
in place

2 3

 Poverty > 30 percent
 Median income < 60 percent statewide
 Unemployment > 1.5 times national average
 Non-metropolitan county
 Two of any secondary criteria 

Community impact

 Tangible community benefit –
measured by quality job creation, 
providing unmet goods and 
services to low income 
communities, environmentally 
sustainable construction, etc.

 Part of an existing plan for 
economic revitalization

 “But for” test – NMTC fills a real 
funding gap that would otherwise 
not happen
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Qualifying business or development – the “QALICB”

Geographic restrictions
− Business located in a Low-

Income Community
− Determined by census tract 
− Mapping tool 
− www.bakertilly.com/tax-

credit-mapping-tool
− www.cdfifund.gov

Technical requirements
− More than 50 percent of gross income 

is derived from the business activity 
located within a Low-Income 
Community

− More than 40 percent of the tangible 
property of the business is located in a 
Low-Income Community

− More than 40 percent of the services  
performed by the employees are in a 
Low-Income Community

− Must not have more than 5 percent in 
either collectibles or non-qualified 
financial assets
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Qualifying business or development – the “QALICB”

Ineligible activities
− Residential rental property
− Mixed use is permitted so 

long as over 20 percent of the 
rental income is derived from 
commercial tenants

− Straight acquisition or refinance 
of rental property – must have 
“substantial rehab” (25 percent 
of acquisition basis) or be 
owner occupied

− Certain businesses
− Race tracks & gambling facilities
− Golf courses & country clubs
− Liquor Stores
− Farming
− Massage & tanning businesses
− Undeveloped land holding
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x1

NMTC investor

4 May act as leverage lender

x2
Credits purchased from a CDE and 
realized over a 7 year period
• Years 1-3 (5%) and 4-7 (6%)
• Total benefit of 39 percent

x3
Investor currently pays about 
$0.73-$0.77 in this market for 
NMTCs

Tax credit buyer, typically a financial 
institution, receives the benefit of 
the NMTCs and community 
reinvestment act credit

5 No economic interest 
in the QALICB

6 Main concern is to avoid 
recapture
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Why do investors choose specific deals?

Achieve community reinvestment goals

Generate strong returns on acceptable risk profile1
2

3 Make beneficial impacts on the communities served
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Lender/investor at a glance checklist for NMTC financing

− Business or real estate development is located in a designated low-
income community that’s considered higher distress

− Use NMTC Mapping Tool or email us to ask

− A substantial portion of tangible assets, revenue and employees are 
located in low-income community

− Business is not engaged in, or leasing to, a “sin” business

− Project creates tangible community and economic outcomes

− Total project financing meets necessary thresholds for CDEs to finance

− Project sponsor has secured other necessary sources of financing

− Confirm client interest and next steps
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Other state and federal 
project incentives

1. State and federal Historic Tax Credits
2. Pennsylvania Redevelopment 

Assistance Capital Program (RACP)
3. Federal Opportunity Zones
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